
Utah Utah Utah Utah State State State State Mathematics ContestMathematics ContestMathematics ContestMathematics Contest    Senior ExamSenior ExamSenior ExamSenior Exam    March 18, 2009March 18, 2009March 18, 2009March 18, 2009        1111....        A metal cylinder is melted down and reshaped into a new cylinder. A metal cylinder is melted down and reshaped into a new cylinder. A metal cylinder is melted down and reshaped into a new cylinder. A metal cylinder is melted down and reshaped into a new cylinder. If tIf tIf tIf the new diameterhe new diameterhe new diameterhe new diameter    hashashashas    been decreased by 20% without changing the volume, then the been decreased by 20% without changing the volume, then the been decreased by 20% without changing the volume, then the been decreased by 20% without changing the volume, then the height has been height has been height has been height has been increased by what percent?increased by what percent?increased by what percent?increased by what percent?        ((((a)a)a)a)        20202020        ((((b)b)b)b)        25252525        ((((c) c) c) c)     36363636        ((((d)d)d)d)        46.7546.7546.7546.75    ((((e)e)e)e)        56.2556.2556.2556.25            2222. . . .     JohnJohnJohnJohn    has coins that has coins that has coins that has coins that may includemay includemay includemay include    pennies, nickels, dimes, or quarters. The mean valuepennies, nickels, dimes, or quarters. The mean valuepennies, nickels, dimes, or quarters. The mean valuepennies, nickels, dimes, or quarters. The mean value    ofofofof    the coins is 20 cents. If he were to add one quarter to his money, the new mean the coins is 20 cents. If he were to add one quarter to his money, the new mean the coins is 20 cents. If he were to add one quarter to his money, the new mean the coins is 20 cents. If he were to add one quarter to his money, the new mean value would be 21 cents. How many value would be 21 cents. How many value would be 21 cents. How many value would be 21 cents. How many quarters did quarters did quarters did quarters did he he he he originally originally originally originally have?have?have?have?        ((((a)a)a)a)        0000        ((((b)b)b)b)        1111        ((((c) c) c) c)     2222        ((((d)d)d)d)        3333        ((((e)e)e)e)        4444            3333.  If the quadratic equation x.  If the quadratic equation x.  If the quadratic equation x.  If the quadratic equation x2222    ––––    pxpxpxpx    ––––    q = 0 has two distinct real roots, then:q = 0 has two distinct real roots, then:q = 0 has two distinct real roots, then:q = 0 has two distinct real roots, then:            (a)  p(a)  p(a)  p(a)  p2222    ––––    4q 4q 4q 4q ≥ 0≥ 0≥ 0≥ 0        (b)  (b)  (b)  (b)  ––––pppp2222    ––––    4q > 04q > 04q > 04q > 0        (c)  p(c)  p(c)  p(c)  p2222    + 4q + 4q + 4q + 4q ≥ 0≥ 0≥ 0≥ 0                    (d)  p(d)  p(d)  p(d)  p2222    > 4q> 4q> 4q> 4q            (e) p(e) p(e) p(e) p2222    > > > > ----4q4q4q4q            4444....        Evaluate the following expression:Evaluate the following expression:Evaluate the following expression:Evaluate the following expression:    ;<=> ?    ∙∙∙∙        ;<=A >B    ∙∙∙∙        ;<=B C        ((((a)a)a)a)        2222        ((((b)b)b)b)        6666        ((((c) c) c) c)     8888        ((((d)d)d)d)        9999        ((((e)e)e)e)        30303030            5555.  How many positive integers less than 100,000 are both perfect squares and perfect cubes?.  How many positive integers less than 100,000 are both perfect squares and perfect cubes?.  How many positive integers less than 100,000 are both perfect squares and perfect cubes?.  How many positive integers less than 100,000 are both perfect squares and perfect cubes?            (a)  6(a)  6(a)  6(a)  6        (b)  7(b)  7(b)  7(b)  7        (c)  8(c)  8(c)  8(c)  8        (d)  9(d)  9(d)  9(d)  9        (e) 10(e) 10(e) 10(e) 10            6666.  .  .  .  InInInIn    the November 2008 general election, Utah voters turned out in strong numbers. the November 2008 general election, Utah voters turned out in strong numbers. the November 2008 general election, Utah voters turned out in strong numbers. the November 2008 general election, Utah voters turned out in strong numbers. Between Utah and Salt Lake counties, 67% of the 840 thousand registered voters Between Utah and Salt Lake counties, 67% of the 840 thousand registered voters Between Utah and Salt Lake counties, 67% of the 840 thousand registered voters Between Utah and Salt Lake counties, 67% of the 840 thousand registered voters made it to the election booth. Of registered voters, 65% of those in Salt Lake County made it to the election booth. Of registered voters, 65% of those in Salt Lake County made it to the election booth. Of registered voters, 65% of those in Salt Lake County made it to the election booth. Of registered voters, 65% of those in Salt Lake County voted, whilevoted, whilevoted, whilevoted, while    72% of those in Utah County voted. How many 72% of those in Utah County voted. How many 72% of those in Utah County voted. How many 72% of those in Utah County voted. How many thousands of thousands of thousands of thousands of registered registered registered registered votevotevotevoters were in Utahrs were in Utahrs were in Utahrs were in Utah    CCCCounty?ounty?ounty?ounty?         (a)  230(a)  230(a)  230(a)  230    (b) 240(b) 240(b) 240(b) 240    (c) 250(c) 250(c) 250(c) 250    (d) 260(d) 260(d) 260(d) 260    (e) 270(e) 270(e) 270(e) 270                



7777.  When a line is drawn through a blank plane, it divides the plane into two sections. Further .  When a line is drawn through a blank plane, it divides the plane into two sections. Further .  When a line is drawn through a blank plane, it divides the plane into two sections. Further .  When a line is drawn through a blank plane, it divides the plane into two sections. Further lines may divide lines may divide lines may divide lines may divide the plane into more and more sections. Find the difference between the plane into more and more sections. Find the difference between the plane into more and more sections. Find the difference between the plane into more and more sections. Find the difference between the largest and smallest number of sections that may be created by drawing 9 distinct the largest and smallest number of sections that may be created by drawing 9 distinct the largest and smallest number of sections that may be created by drawing 9 distinct the largest and smallest number of sections that may be created by drawing 9 distinct lines through a plane. lines through a plane. lines through a plane. lines through a plane.         (a)  8(a)  8(a)  8(a)  8        (b)  27(b)  27(b)  27(b)  27        (c)  28(c)  28(c)  28(c)  28        (d)  35(d)  35(d)  35(d)  35        (e)  36(e)  36(e)  36(e)  36            8888.  For what value of X would .  For what value of X would .  For what value of X would .  For what value of X would this system balance? (assume the lever has negligible mass)this system balance? (assume the lever has negligible mass)this system balance? (assume the lever has negligible mass)this system balance? (assume the lever has negligible mass)                                X gramsX gramsX gramsX grams                                                        20 grams20 grams20 grams20 grams                                a)  148a)  148a)  148a)  148        (b)  260(b)  260(b)  260(b)  260    (c)  116(c)  116(c)  116(c)  116    (d)  140(d)  140(d)  140(d)  140    (e)  80(e)  80(e)  80(e)  80            9999. How many distinct real solutions does the following equation. How many distinct real solutions does the following equation. How many distinct real solutions does the following equation. How many distinct real solutions does the following equation    have?have?have?have?    (CK> L MBK + MN)OCK> P BK P MQ    = = = = 1111            (a)  2(a)  2(a)  2(a)  2        (b)  3(b)  3(b)  3(b)  3        (c)  4(c)  4(c)  4(c)  4        (d)  5(d)  5(d)  5(d)  5        (e)  6(e)  6(e)  6(e)  6            11110000.  The picture to the right illustrates a circle inscribed in a.  The picture to the right illustrates a circle inscribed in a.  The picture to the right illustrates a circle inscribed in a.  The picture to the right illustrates a circle inscribed in a        regular hexagon inscribed in another circle. What is theregular hexagon inscribed in another circle. What is theregular hexagon inscribed in another circle. What is theregular hexagon inscribed in another circle. What is the    ratio of the combined areas of the shaded regions toratio of the combined areas of the shaded regions toratio of the combined areas of the shaded regions toratio of the combined areas of the shaded regions to    thethethethe    combined areas of the unshaded regions?combined areas of the unshaded regions?combined areas of the unshaded regions?combined areas of the unshaded regions?        
    (a)  (a)  (a)  (a)  R√A T AU

VU T R√A        (b)  (b)  (b)  (b)  CU T R√A
M>√A T  U        (c)   (c)   (c)   (c)   R√A T AU
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            (d)  (d)  (d)  (d)   R√A T AU

CU T R√A         (e)  (e)  (e)  (e)  M
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11.11.11.11.        If A = If A = If A = If A = W> MN >X    , then A, then A, then A, then A4444        is equal to:is equal to:is equal to:is equal to:    
    
    (a)  (a)  (a)  (a)  WMR A>N MRX            (b)  (b)  (b)  (b)  WMR MRN MRX            (c)  (c)  (c)  (c)  WY CN YX    
    
            (d)  (d)  (d)  (d)  WY MRN Y X            (e)  (e)  (e)  (e)  WMR MN MRX    



12121212.  In the binomial expansion of  .  In the binomial expansion of  .  In the binomial expansion of  .  In the binomial expansion of  (K + Z)?, what is the coefficient of the   , what is the coefficient of the   , what is the coefficient of the   , what is the coefficient of the   xxxx4444yyyy5555            term?term?term?term?            (a)  96(a)  96(a)  96(a)  96        (b)  120(b)  120(b)  120(b)  120    (c)  180(c)  180(c)  180(c)  180    (d)  126(d)  126(d)  126(d)  126    (e)  90(e)  90(e)  90(e)  90                11113333....        When written out in decimal form, how many zeroWhen written out in decimal form, how many zeroWhen written out in decimal form, how many zeroWhen written out in decimal form, how many zero----digits appear at the end of (2009!)?digits appear at the end of (2009!)?digits appear at the end of (2009!)?digits appear at the end of (2009!)?        ((((a)a)a)a)        200200200200    ((((b)b)b)b)        222222222222    ((((c) c) c) c)     401401401401    ((((d)d)d)d)        500500500500    ((((e)e)e)e)        2001200120012001            14141414.  .  .  .  When Greg swims out from the beach, he is carried by the tide; it takes him When Greg swims out from the beach, he is carried by the tide; it takes him When Greg swims out from the beach, he is carried by the tide; it takes him When Greg swims out from the beach, he is carried by the tide; it takes him 4444    minutes to minutes to minutes to minutes to reach the nearest buoy. When he swims back in, he takes reach the nearest buoy. When he swims back in, he takes reach the nearest buoy. When he swims back in, he takes reach the nearest buoy. When he swims back in, he takes 16161616    minutes to swim against minutes to swim against minutes to swim against minutes to swim against the tide. If Greg swims 100 yards per minute in still water, how the tide. If Greg swims 100 yards per minute in still water, how the tide. If Greg swims 100 yards per minute in still water, how the tide. If Greg swims 100 yards per minute in still water, how many yards away is many yards away is many yards away is many yards away is tttthe he he he buoybuoybuoybuoy????            (a)  400(a)  400(a)  400(a)  400    (b)  480(b)  480(b)  480(b)  480    (c)  640(c)  640(c)  640(c)  640    (d)  720(d)  720(d)  720(d)  720    (e)  800(e)  800(e)  800(e)  800            15151515. . . .     If a > 1,  If a > 1,  If a > 1,  If a > 1,  sin(x) > 0,  and sin(x) > 0,  and sin(x) > 0,  and sin(x) > 0,  and ;<=_(`ab K)    =  c,  then =  c,  then =  c,  then =  c,  then ;<=_(c`c>K)    is equal to:is equal to:is equal to:is equal to:        (a) (a) (a) (a)     √M L  c>     ((((b)b)b)b)            M
c>            ((((c) c) c) c)     ––––    2222cccc    ((((d)d)d)d)            c>_     ((((e) e) e) e)     none of thesenone of thesenone of thesenone of these            

16161616. . . .     Find B if:Find B if:Find B if:Find B if:                B = 1 + B = 1 + B = 1 + B = 1 + M P M d M de> de
> d M de> de

> P M d M de> de
> d M de> de

        
    
    (a)  (a)  (a)  (a)  YB                (b) (b) (b) (b)     √B P M

>             (c)  (c)  (c)  (c)  M f √B
>             (d)  (d)  (d)  (d)  √B T M

>     (e) (e) (e) (e) ∞∞∞∞            11117777.  .  .  .  What is the remainder when (13xWhat is the remainder when (13xWhat is the remainder when (13xWhat is the remainder when (13x10101010    ––––    6x6x6x6x7777    + 12x+ 12x+ 12x+ 12x3333    ––––    3x 3x 3x 3x ––––    5) is divided by (x + 1)?5) is divided by (x + 1)?5) is divided by (x + 1)?5) is divided by (x + 1)?            (a)  3(a)  3(a)  3(a)  3        (b)  5(b)  5(b)  5(b)  5        (c)  7(c)  7(c)  7(c)  7        (d)  9(d)  9(d)  9(d)  9        (e)  11(e)  11(e)  11(e)  11            
11118888....        Let A = Let A = Let A = Let A = hK B M>N M K> N K i. What is the sum of . What is the sum of . What is the sum of . What is the sum of all of the values of x for which Aall of the values of x for which Aall of the values of x for which Aall of the values of x for which A----1111    doesndoesndoesndoesn’’’’t exist?t exist?t exist?t exist?    
        (a)  (a)  (a)  (a)  ----4444        (b)  (b)  (b)  (b)  ----6666        (c)  (c)  (c)  (c)  ----8888        (d)  (d)  (d)  (d)  ----9999        (e)  (e)  (e)  (e)  ----10101010                



19.  Given that   19.  Given that   19.  Given that   19.  Given that   VZ    =  =  =  =  C?KPR            and   and   and   and   A>K    =  =  =  =  MRZT?    , then difference between x and y is:, then difference between x and y is:, then difference between x and y is:, then difference between x and y is:            (a)  8(a)  8(a)  8(a)  8        (b)  9(b)  9(b)  9(b)  9        (c)  12(c)  12(c)  12(c)  12        (d)  15(d)  15(d)  15(d)  15        (e)  16(e)  16(e)  16(e)  16            20202020.  .  .  .  Determine which of the following Determine which of the following Determine which of the following Determine which of the following complex complex complex complex numbers is a solution to the equation:numbers is a solution to the equation:numbers is a solution to the equation:numbers is a solution to the equation:    xxxx6666    + 1 = 0+ 1 = 0+ 1 = 0+ 1 = 0        
    (a)(a)(a)(a)        √A

>     ––––        M>    iiii    (b)  (b)  (b)  (b)  M>    ++++        √A
>     iiii    (c)  (c)  (c)  (c)  √>

>     ––––        √>
>     iiii    (d)  (d)  (d)  (d)  √>

>     ++++        √>
>     iiii    (e)  (e)  (e)  (e)  M>    ––––        √A

>     iiii            22221111.  .  .  .  For some base, For some base, For some base, For some base, GGGG, the , the , the , the number 359 would appear as 2009 innumber 359 would appear as 2009 innumber 359 would appear as 2009 innumber 359 would appear as 2009 in    base 10base 10base 10base 10....    If M = If M = If M = If M = lTM
A , what is , what is , what is , what is the base M representation of 2009?the base M representation of 2009?the base M representation of 2009?the base M representation of 2009?            (a)  (a)  (a)  (a)  4027402740274027    (b)  (b)  (b)  (b)  2672267226722672    (c)  (c)  (c)  (c)  2009200920092009    (d)  (d)  (d)  (d)  3731373137313731    (e)  (e)  (e)  (e)  5200520052005200            22222222.  .  .  .  Suppose Suppose Suppose Suppose that that that that six brothers (six brothers (six brothers (six brothers (KojKojKojKojo, Largo, Milo, Nico, Otto, and Paulo, Largo, Milo, Nico, Otto, and Paulo, Largo, Milo, Nico, Otto, and Paulo, Largo, Milo, Nico, Otto, and Paulo) o) o) o) each roll a faireach roll a faireach roll a faireach roll a fair    6666----sided die. sided die. sided die. sided die. AAAAt least three of them t least three of them t least three of them t least three of them have have have have rolled an even numberrolled an even numberrolled an even numberrolled an even number. . . . WWWWhat is the hat is the hat is the hat is the probability that Largo, Paulo, and Milo probability that Largo, Paulo, and Milo probability that Largo, Paulo, and Milo probability that Largo, Paulo, and Milo havehavehavehave    each each each each rolled rolled rolled rolled an an an an eveneveneveneven    numbernumbernumbernumber????            (a)  (a)  (a)  (a)  V

>>        (b)  (b)  (b)  (b)  A
A>        (c)  (c)  (c)  (c)  M>        (d)  (d)  (d)  (d)  C

MV        (e)  (e)  (e)  (e)  C
>M            22223333. . . .     The quadrThe quadrThe quadrThe quadriiiilateral pictured (not necessarily drawn to scale)lateral pictured (not necessarily drawn to scale)lateral pictured (not necessarily drawn to scale)lateral pictured (not necessarily drawn to scale)                                        5555        contains one right angle, two acute angles, and onecontains one right angle, two acute angles, and onecontains one right angle, two acute angles, and onecontains one right angle, two acute angles, and one        obtuse angle. Determine the area, in square units,obtuse angle. Determine the area, in square units,obtuse angle. Determine the area, in square units,obtuse angle. Determine the area, in square units,        of the given shape.of the given shape.of the given shape.of the given shape.                                                                                                    11112222                                                                        7777                                                                                14141414        (a)  (a)  (a)  (a)  14141414√AN        (b)  (b)  (b)  (b)  30303030    + + + + 2222√BMN        (c)  (c)  (c)  (c)  30 + 30 + 30 + 30 + M>    √Y>YM                    (d) (d) (d) (d) 30 + 1430 + 1430 + 1430 + 14√MA            (e)  (e)  (e)  (e)  30 + 630 + 630 + 630 + 6√AY            24242424.  .  .  .  At 12:00 PM, the second, minute and hour hand on a clock all point to XII. Assuming At 12:00 PM, the second, minute and hour hand on a clock all point to XII. Assuming At 12:00 PM, the second, minute and hour hand on a clock all point to XII. Assuming At 12:00 PM, the second, minute and hour hand on a clock all point to XII. Assuming continuous motion of all three hands, how many times will the second hand pass the continuous motion of all three hands, how many times will the second hand pass the continuous motion of all three hands, how many times will the second hand pass the continuous motion of all three hands, how many times will the second hand pass the minute hand in the time it takes for the minute minute hand in the time it takes for the minute minute hand in the time it takes for the minute minute hand in the time it takes for the minute hand to pass the hour hand three hand to pass the hour hand three hand to pass the hour hand three hand to pass the hour hand three times?times?times?times?            (a)  192(a)  192(a)  192(a)  192    (b)  193(b)  193(b)  193(b)  193    (c)  194(c)  194(c)  194(c)  194    (d)  195(d)  195(d)  195(d)  195    (e)  196(e)  196(e)  196(e)  196    



25.  What is the length of side M in the given triangle (not drawn to scale)?25.  What is the length of side M in the given triangle (not drawn to scale)?25.  What is the length of side M in the given triangle (not drawn to scale)?25.  What is the length of side M in the given triangle (not drawn to scale)?        (a)(a)(a)(a)     1000 csc 24°1000 csc 24°1000 csc 24°1000 csc 24°        (b)  (b)  (b)  (b)  MNNN
c<` MY°        (c)   (c)   (c)   (c)   MNNN  `ab MY°

`ab >C°                                                                                                             MMMM                                                                        1000100010001000                (d)  (d)  (d)  (d)  MNNN `ab C>°
c<` >C°             (e)  (e)  (e)  (e)  MNNN c<` CY°

c<` RR°                                                         24°24°24°24°                                                            42°42°42°42°            22226666.  .  .  .  In an arithmetic sequence adding to 2009, the sum of the two In an arithmetic sequence adding to 2009, the sum of the two In an arithmetic sequence adding to 2009, the sum of the two In an arithmetic sequence adding to 2009, the sum of the two leastleastleastleast    elements is oneelements is oneelements is oneelements is one    thirdthirdthirdthird    of the sum of the three greatestof the sum of the three greatestof the sum of the three greatestof the sum of the three greatest. If the sequence has seven elements, determine. If the sequence has seven elements, determine. If the sequence has seven elements, determine. If the sequence has seven elements, determine    the largest.the largest.the largest.the largest.        (a)  287(a)  287(a)  287(a)  287    (b)  (b)  (b)  (b)  669 669 669 669 >A    (c)  (c)  (c)  (c)  410410410410    (d)  (d)  (d)  (d)  533533533533    (e)  (e)  (e)  (e)  502 502 502 502 MC            22227777.  .  .  .  The following table includes the scoring totals for a sixThe following table includes the scoring totals for a sixThe following table includes the scoring totals for a sixThe following table includes the scoring totals for a six----match soccer tournamentmatch soccer tournamentmatch soccer tournamentmatch soccer tournament    amongstamongstamongstamongst    four MLS teams (each team plays each other team once). In each match, a four MLS teams (each team plays each other team once). In each match, a four MLS teams (each team plays each other team once). In each match, a four MLS teams (each team plays each other team once). In each match, a team gets two tournament points for a win and 0 points for a loss. If there is a tie, team gets two tournament points for a win and 0 points for a loss. If there is a tie, team gets two tournament points for a win and 0 points for a loss. If there is a tie, team gets two tournament points for a win and 0 points for a loss. If there is a tie, each team gets one tournament point.each team gets one tournament point.each team gets one tournament point.each team gets one tournament point.        
TEAMSTEAMSTEAMSTEAMS    GoalsGoalsGoalsGoals    ForForForFor    GoalsGoalsGoalsGoals    AgainstAgainstAgainstAgainst    TournamentTournamentTournamentTournament    PointsPointsPointsPoints    DC UnitedDC UnitedDC UnitedDC United    2222    1111    4444    LA GalaxyLA GalaxyLA GalaxyLA Galaxy    2222    5555    1111    New England RevolutionNew England RevolutionNew England RevolutionNew England Revolution    4444    0000    5555    Real Salt LakeReal Salt LakeReal Salt LakeReal Salt Lake    1111    3333    2222        NE vs DCNE vs DCNE vs DCNE vs DC    ____ to ________ to ________ to ________ to ____            DC vs RSLDC vs RSLDC vs RSLDC vs RSL    ____ to ________ to ________ to ________ to ____    NE vs RSLNE vs RSLNE vs RSLNE vs RSL    ____ to ________ to ________ to ________ to ____            DC vs LADC vs LADC vs LADC vs LA    ____ to ________ to ________ to ________ to ____    NE vs LANE vs LANE vs LANE vs LA    ____ to ________ to ________ to ________ to ____            RSL vs LARSL vs LARSL vs LARSL vs LA    ____ to ________ to ________ to ________ to ____        Determine the score in the match Determine the score in the match Determine the score in the match Determine the score in the match between DC United and Real Salt Lake (between DC United and Real Salt Lake (between DC United and Real Salt Lake (between DC United and Real Salt Lake (DC to RSLDC to RSLDC to RSLDC to RSL).).).).        (a)  0 to 0(a)  0 to 0(a)  0 to 0(a)  0 to 0    (b)  1 to 0(b)  1 to 0(b)  1 to 0(b)  1 to 0    (c)  2 to 0(c)  2 to 0(c)  2 to 0(c)  2 to 0    (d)  1 to 1(d)  1 to 1(d)  1 to 1(d)  1 to 1    (e)  2 to 1(e)  2 to 1(e)  2 to 1(e)  2 to 1            22228888.  Mara and Lara are in a shooting competition. The object of the match is to be the first to .  Mara and Lara are in a shooting competition. The object of the match is to be the first to .  Mara and Lara are in a shooting competition. The object of the match is to be the first to .  Mara and Lara are in a shooting competition. The object of the match is to be the first to hit the bullseyehit the bullseyehit the bullseyehit the bullseye    of a target at 100 feet. Each opponent has a 40% chance of hitting the of a target at 100 feet. Each opponent has a 40% chance of hitting the of a target at 100 feet. Each opponent has a 40% chance of hitting the of a target at 100 feet. Each opponent has a 40% chance of hitting the bullseye on a given shot. If Lara graciously allows Mara to shoot first, what is the bullseye on a given shot. If Lara graciously allows Mara to shoot first, what is the bullseye on a given shot. If Lara graciously allows Mara to shoot first, what is the bullseye on a given shot. If Lara graciously allows Mara to shoot first, what is the probability that Lara will win the competition?probability that Lara will win the competition?probability that Lara will win the competition?probability that Lara will win the competition?                (a)  (a)  (a)  (a)  >B        (b)  (b)  (b)  (b)  A

MN        (c)  (c)  (c)  (c)  AY        (d)  (d)  (d)  (d)  V
>N        (e)  (e)  (e)  (e)  MA

AR        



22229999.  .  .  .  Find the sum of the following infinite series:Find the sum of the following infinite series:Find the sum of the following infinite series:Find the sum of the following infinite series:    M
C        ++++        >

MR        ++++        A
RC        ++++        C

>BR        ++++        …………        (a)  (a)  (a)  (a)  CV        (b)  (b)  (b)  (b)  AB        (c)  (c)  (c)  (c)  V
MB        (d)  (d)  (d)  (d)  M>        (e)  (e)  (e)  (e)  C?            30303030.  What is the sum of the zero.  What is the sum of the zero.  What is the sum of the zero.  What is the sum of the zeros of the function: f(x) = xs of the function: f(x) = xs of the function: f(x) = xs of the function: f(x) = x4444    ––––    6x6x6x6x3333    + 13x+ 13x+ 13x+ 13x2222    ––––    14x + 6 14x + 6 14x + 6 14x + 6 ????            (a)  0(a)  0(a)  0(a)  0        (b)  4(b)  4(b)  4(b)  4        (c)  6(c)  6(c)  6(c)  6        (d)  9(d)  9(d)  9(d)  9        (e)  14(e)  14(e)  14(e)  14            31.  There is a work crew that31.  There is a work crew that31.  There is a work crew that31.  There is a work crew that    consists of 20% electricians, 30% plumbers, and 50% consists of 20% electricians, 30% plumbers, and 50% consists of 20% electricians, 30% plumbers, and 50% consists of 20% electricians, 30% plumbers, and 50% engineers. engineers. engineers. engineers. Amongst these people, Amongst these people, Amongst these people, Amongst these people, 60606060% of the electricians have college degrees, % of the electricians have college degrees, % of the electricians have college degrees, % of the electricians have college degrees, 44440% 0% 0% 0% of the plumbers have degrees, and of the plumbers have degrees, and of the plumbers have degrees, and of the plumbers have degrees, and 80808080% of the% of the% of the% of the    engineers have degrees. If a randomly engineers have degrees. If a randomly engineers have degrees. If a randomly engineers have degrees. If a randomly selected member of the crew has a college degree, what is the probability that this selected member of the crew has a college degree, what is the probability that this selected member of the crew has a college degree, what is the probability that this selected member of the crew has a college degree, what is the probability that this person is a plumber?person is a plumber?person is a plumber?person is a plumber?        (a)  (a)  (a)  (a)  A

>B        (b)  (b)  (b)  (b)  A
MM        (c)  (c)  (c)  (c)  >?        (d)  (d)  (d)  (d)  A

MR        (e)  (e)  (e)  (e)  A
MN            33332222.  .  .  .  Assume that you have 12 poles, each measuring a different whole number of Assume that you have 12 poles, each measuring a different whole number of Assume that you have 12 poles, each measuring a different whole number of Assume that you have 12 poles, each measuring a different whole number of metersmetersmetersmeters    ranging from 1 meter to 12 meters in length.ranging from 1 meter to 12 meters in length.ranging from 1 meter to 12 meters in length.ranging from 1 meter to 12 meters in length.    How many distinctHow many distinctHow many distinctHow many distinct    combinations of 3combinations of 3combinations of 3combinations of 3    ppppoles can join end to end to form a triangleoles can join end to end to form a triangleoles can join end to end to form a triangleoles can join end to end to form a triangle????            (a)  (a)  (a)  (a)  72727272        (b)  (b)  (b)  (b)  95959595        (c)  (c)  (c)  (c)  87878787        (d)  (d)  (d)  (d)  154154154154    (e)  (e)  (e)  (e)  100100100100      33333333.  .  .  .  If  x  and  y  are real numbers such that   If  x  and  y  are real numbers such that   If  x  and  y  are real numbers such that   If  x  and  y  are real numbers such that   >Z

?K        ,   ,   ,   ,   K
>Z        ,  and  (,  and  (,  and  (,  and  (12x12x12x12x    ––––    8y8y8y8y) are all equivalent) are all equivalent) are all equivalent) are all equivalent    

quantities,quantities,quantities,quantities,    then then then then ((((9999x + x + x + x + 6666yyyy))))    is equal to:is equal to:is equal to:is equal to:            (a)  (a)  (a)  (a)  ––––    6666        (b)  (b)  (b)  (b)  ––––    4444    (c)  (c)  (c)  (c)  ––––        ?C    (d)  (d)  (d)  (d)  ––––        A>    (e)  0(e)  0(e)  0(e)  0            33334444.  A researcher took a random sampling of 20 .  A researcher took a random sampling of 20 .  A researcher took a random sampling of 20 .  A researcher took a random sampling of 20 students and asked the amount of cash theystudents and asked the amount of cash theystudents and asked the amount of cash theystudents and asked the amount of cash they    had in their wallets. He found that the contents of the students’ wallets had a mean ofhad in their wallets. He found that the contents of the students’ wallets had a mean ofhad in their wallets. He found that the contents of the students’ wallets had a mean ofhad in their wallets. He found that the contents of the students’ wallets had a mean of    $42, as well as a median of $42. There were no perceived outliers in the group.$42, as well as a median of $42. There were no perceived outliers in the group.$42, as well as a median of $42. There were no perceived outliers in the group.$42, as well as a median of $42. There were no perceived outliers in the group.    At this point, the researcher realized he hadAt this point, the researcher realized he hadAt this point, the researcher realized he hadAt this point, the researcher realized he had    left a 21left a 21left a 21left a 21stststst    student off of his calculations. student off of his calculations. student off of his calculations. student off of his calculations. The 21The 21The 21The 21stststst    student had $80. After recalculating statistics for all 21 students,student had $80. After recalculating statistics for all 21 students,student had $80. After recalculating statistics for all 21 students,student had $80. After recalculating statistics for all 21 students,    which of the following statements must be true?which of the following statements must be true?which of the following statements must be true?which of the following statements must be true?        (I)  The mean increased(I)  The mean increased(I)  The mean increased(I)  The mean increased            (III) The range increased(III) The range increased(III) The range increased(III) The range increased        (II) The median increased(II) The median increased(II) The median increased(II) The median increased            (IV) The mean is greater than the median(IV) The mean is greater than the median(IV) The mean is greater than the median(IV) The mean is greater than the median            (a)  I(a)  I(a)  I(a)  I        (b)  I & IV(b)  I & IV(b)  I & IV(b)  I & IV    (c) I, II & IV(c) I, II & IV(c) I, II & IV(c) I, II & IV    (d) I, III & IV(d) I, III & IV(d) I, III & IV(d) I, III & IV    (e)  I, II, III & IV(e)  I, II, III & IV(e)  I, II, III & IV(e)  I, II, III & IV    



33335555.  .  .  .  In choosing a random In choosing a random In choosing a random In choosing a random real number, x, between 0 and 10, what is the probability that the real number, x, between 0 and 10, what is the probability that the real number, x, between 0 and 10, what is the probability that the real number, x, between 0 and 10, what is the probability that the following inequality holds true? (xfollowing inequality holds true? (xfollowing inequality holds true? (xfollowing inequality holds true? (x    is measured in is measured in is measured in is measured in radiansradiansradiansradians))))    cotcotcotcot    x x x x ≥≥≥≥    1111        (a)(a)(a)(a)        CN T ?U
CN     (b)  (b)  (b)  (b)  U T M

MN     (c)  (c)  (c)  (c)  C T U
C     (d)  (d)  (d)  (d)  CN T RU

CN     (e)  (e)  (e)  (e)  AU
CN            33336666.  Evaluate the limit:.  Evaluate the limit:.  Evaluate the limit:.  Evaluate the limit:        ;awxyz { K

KC P M
xM     dxdxdxdx         (a)  (a)  (a)  (a)  U>        (b)  (b)  (b)  (b)  UC        (c)  (c)  (c)  (c)  UR        (d)  (d)  (d)  (d)  UY        (e)  (e)  (e)  (e)  U

MN            33337777.  .  .  .      There exists some positive real number, M, such that if you add five M’s together, youThere exists some positive real number, M, such that if you add five M’s together, youThere exists some positive real number, M, such that if you add five M’s together, youThere exists some positive real number, M, such that if you add five M’s together, you    get the same result as if you were to multiply five M’s together. Which of the followingget the same result as if you were to multiply five M’s together. Which of the followingget the same result as if you were to multiply five M’s together. Which of the followingget the same result as if you were to multiply five M’s together. Which of the following    is true about M?is true about M?is true about M?is true about M?        (I)  M(I)  M(I)  M(I)  M15151515    is rationalis rationalis rationalis rational        (II)  M(II)  M(II)  M(II)  M12121212    is rationalis rationalis rationalis rational        (III)  M(III)  M(III)  M(III)  M30303030    is rais rais rais rationaltionaltionaltional            (a)  I(a)  I(a)  I(a)  I    onlyonlyonlyonly    (b) II (b) II (b) II (b) II onlyonlyonlyonly    (c)  III(c)  III(c)  III(c)  III        onlyonlyonlyonly    (d)  II & III(d)  II & III(d)  II & III(d)  II & III        (e)  I & III(e)  I & III(e)  I & III(e)  I & III            33338888.  .  .  .  What is the What is the What is the What is the maximummaximummaximummaximum    value of B that would allow a real solution to the followingvalue of B that would allow a real solution to the followingvalue of B that would allow a real solution to the followingvalue of B that would allow a real solution to the following    equation?equation?equation?equation?        2x2x2x2x2222    + 3y+ 3y+ 3y+ 3y2222    ––––    18x 18x 18x 18x ––––    18y + B18y + B18y + B18y + B    = 0= 0= 0= 0            (a)  (a)  (a)  (a)  162162162162    (b)  (b)  (b)  (b)  MAB
C     (c)  (c)  (c)  (c)  MAB

>         (d)  (d)  (d)  (d)  MMV
C     (e)  (e)  (e)  (e)  MMV

>             33339999.  At the point specified by .  At the point specified by .  At the point specified by .  At the point specified by ϴϴϴϴ    =  =  =  =  UR    , determine the slope of the line tangent to the curve:, determine the slope of the line tangent to the curve:, determine the slope of the line tangent to the curve:, determine the slope of the line tangent to the curve:    r = 2 r = 2 r = 2 r = 2 ––––    sin sin sin sin ϴϴϴϴ        
    (a)  (a)  (a)  (a)  CTA√A

MM     (b)  (b)  (b)  (b)  T√A
A     (c)  (c)  (c)  (c)  MT√A

R     (d)  (d)  (d)  (d)  MT>√A
A     (e)  (e)  (e)  (e)  T√R

>             40404040....        FiveFiveFiveFive    women are playingwomen are playingwomen are playingwomen are playing    a card game in which they each have five cards. Each card isa card game in which they each have five cards. Each card isa card game in which they each have five cards. Each card isa card game in which they each have five cards. Each card is    oneoneoneone    of five different colors. All of the following statements are trueof five different colors. All of the following statements are trueof five different colors. All of the following statements are trueof five different colors. All of the following statements are true::::        (I) (I) (I) (I) AAAAnynynyny    player player player player who who who who has a yellow card has a yellow card has a yellow card has a yellow card also halso halso halso has an orange cardas an orange cardas an orange cardas an orange card....        (II) (II) (II) (II) Only iOnly iOnly iOnly if a player has a yellow and a red cardf a player has a yellow and a red cardf a player has a yellow and a red cardf a player has a yellow and a red card    doesdoesdoesdoes    she hashe hashe hashe haveveveve    a blue carda blue carda blue carda blue card....        (II(II(II(IIIIII))))    A player A player A player A player hashashashas    a green card if a green card if a green card if a green card if she does not have she does not have she does not have she does not have a yellow card.a yellow card.a yellow card.a yellow card.        ((((IIIIVVVV))))    A player does not have a A player does not have a A player does not have a A player does not have a blueblueblueblue    card only if she does not have an orange card.card only if she does not have an orange card.card only if she does not have an orange card.card only if she does not have an orange card.        (V) (V) (V) (V) Of Of Of Of blueblueblueblue, green, green, green, green, yellow, yellow, yellow, yellow    and and and and orangeorangeorangeorange    cards, each player has at least twocards, each player has at least twocards, each player has at least twocards, each player has at least two    colorscolorscolorscolors....        Only oOnly oOnly oOnly one playene playene playene player currently has one card of each color.r currently has one card of each color.r currently has one card of each color.r currently has one card of each color.    This woman is the only playerThis woman is the only playerThis woman is the only playerThis woman is the only player    holding aholding aholding aholding a    card that is:card that is:card that is:card that is:            (a)  Red(a)  Red(a)  Red(a)  Red    (b) Orange(b) Orange(b) Orange(b) Orange    (c) Yellow(c) Yellow(c) Yellow(c) Yellow    (d) Green(d) Green(d) Green(d) Green    (e) Blue(e) Blue(e) Blue(e) Blue    
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1.  (e)  56.251.  (e)  56.251.  (e)  56.251.  (e)  56.25    
V = V = V = V = π rπ rπ rπ r2222    h. If the diameter is down 20%, the radius is down 20%. To maintain the same volume, the equation h. If the diameter is down 20%, the radius is down 20%. To maintain the same volume, the equation h. If the diameter is down 20%, the radius is down 20%. To maintain the same volume, the equation h. If the diameter is down 20%, the radius is down 20%. To maintain the same volume, the equation 
describing the adjusted lengths would be  describing the adjusted lengths would be  describing the adjusted lengths would be  describing the adjusted lengths would be  V = V = V = V = π( π( π( π( -

.    r)r)r)r)2222    ( ( ( ( /.
01    h). Since  h). Since  h). Since  h). Since  /.

01        = 1.5625, there must be an increase of = 1.5625, there must be an increase of = 1.5625, there must be an increase of = 1.5625, there must be an increase of 
56.25%.56.25%.56.25%.56.25%.    

2.  2.  2.  2.  (d)  3(d)  3(d)  3(d)  3    
Let X be the initial number of coins. Since their average value is 20 cents, their total value is 20X. By adding a Let X be the initial number of coins. Since their average value is 20 cents, their total value is 20X. By adding a Let X be the initial number of coins. Since their average value is 20 cents, their total value is 20X. By adding a Let X be the initial number of coins. Since their average value is 20 cents, their total value is 20X. By adding a 
quarter, we get quarter, we get quarter, we get quarter, we get /78 9 /.

8 9 0         = 21. Solving for X, th= 21. Solving for X, th= 21. Solving for X, th= 21. Solving for X, there were originally 4 coins, totaling 80 cents in value. They must ere were originally 4 coins, totaling 80 cents in value. They must ere were originally 4 coins, totaling 80 cents in value. They must ere were originally 4 coins, totaling 80 cents in value. They must 
have been three quarters and a nickel.have been three quarters and a nickel.have been three quarters and a nickel.have been three quarters and a nickel.    

3.  (e) p3.  (e) p3.  (e) p3.  (e) p2222    > > > > ----4q4q4q4q    
    The discriminant of the quadratic formula is (bThe discriminant of the quadratic formula is (bThe discriminant of the quadratic formula is (bThe discriminant of the quadratic formula is (b2222    ––––    4ac), which in this case is (p4ac), which in this case is (p4ac), which in this case is (p4ac), which in this case is (p2222    + 4q). + 4q). + 4q). + 4q). ForForForFor    a quadratic equation to a quadratic equation to a quadratic equation to a quadratic equation to 

have have have have two two two two distinct real roots, pdistinct real roots, pdistinct real roots, pdistinct real roots, p2222    + 4q > 0, or p+ 4q > 0, or p+ 4q > 0, or p+ 4q > 0, or p2222    > > > > ----4q.4q.4q.4q.    
4444.  .  .  .  (c)  8(c)  8(c)  8(c)  8    
    CDE/ F    ∙∙∙∙        CDEH /.    ∙∙∙∙        CDE. -    =  =  =  =  CDE F

CDE /        ∙∙∙∙            CDE /.
CDE H         ∙∙∙∙            CDE -

CDE .        =   =   =   =   / CDE H
CDE /         ∙∙∙∙            / CDE /.

CDE H         ∙∙∙∙            / CDE /
CDE .         =  2=  2=  2=  2        ∙∙∙∙        2  2  2  2  ∙  2  =  8∙  2  =  8∙  2  =  8∙  2  =  8    

5555.  .  .  .  (a)  6(a)  6(a)  6(a)  6    
    For aFor aFor aFor annnn    integer to be integer to be integer to be integer to be both a both a both a both a square and a cube, it must be square and a cube, it must be square and a cube, it must be square and a cube, it must be a perfecta perfecta perfecta perfect    sixth power. sixth power. sixth power. sixth power. Positive intPositive intPositive intPositive integers to the sixth power egers to the sixth power egers to the sixth power egers to the sixth power 

include include include include 01    = 1;  = 1;  = 1;  = 1;  /1    = 64;  = 64;  = 64;  = 64;  H1    = 729;  = 729;  = 729;  = 729;  -1    = 4096;  = 4096;  = 4096;  = 4096;  .1    = 15625;  = 15625;  = 15625;  = 15625;  11    = 46656;  = 46656;  = 46656;  = 46656;  L1    = 117649… only the first = 117649… only the first = 117649… only the first = 117649… only the first sixsixsixsix    
positivepositivepositivepositive    integers integers integers integers to the sixth power are less than 100,000.to the sixth power are less than 100,000.to the sixth power are less than 100,000.to the sixth power are less than 100,000.    

6.  6.  6.  6.  (b) 240(b) 240(b) 240(b) 240    
    Let X be the number of voters from Salt Lake County, and Y be the number of voters from Utah County, both Let X be the number of voters from Salt Lake County, and Y be the number of voters from Utah County, both Let X be the number of voters from Salt Lake County, and Y be the number of voters from Utah County, both Let X be the number of voters from Salt Lake County, and Y be the number of voters from Utah County, both 

measuremeasuremeasuremeasuredddd    in thousands. X + Y = 840, and 0.65X + 0.72Y = 0.67(840). Solving this system of equations yields that in thousands. X + Y = 840, and 0.65X + 0.72Y = 0.67(840). Solving this system of equations yields that in thousands. X + Y = 840, and 0.65X + 0.72Y = 0.67(840). Solving this system of equations yields that in thousands. X + Y = 840, and 0.65X + 0.72Y = 0.67(840). Solving this system of equations yields that 
X = 600, Y = 240.X = 600, Y = 240.X = 600, Y = 240.X = 600, Y = 240.    

7777.  .  .  .  (e)  36(e)  36(e)  36(e)  36    
The minimum number of sections is 10 (draw The minimum number of sections is 10 (draw The minimum number of sections is 10 (draw The minimum number of sections is 10 (draw 9999    parallel lines). To achieve maximum number of sections, each parallel lines). To achieve maximum number of sections, each parallel lines). To achieve maximum number of sections, each parallel lines). To achieve maximum number of sections, each 
successive line must cross all existing lines. The first line creates 2 sections; the second line cross the first and successive line must cross all existing lines. The first line creates 2 sections; the second line cross the first and successive line must cross all existing lines. The first line creates 2 sections; the second line cross the first and successive line must cross all existing lines. The first line creates 2 sections; the second line cross the first and 
leads to 4 sections; the third line crosses the first 2 and leads 7 sectionsleads to 4 sections; the third line crosses the first 2 and leads 7 sectionsleads to 4 sections; the third line crosses the first 2 and leads 7 sectionsleads to 4 sections; the third line crosses the first 2 and leads 7 sections. The N. The N. The N. The Nthththth    new line can create N new new line can create N new new line can create N new new line can create N new 
sections. Beginning with 1 section (the plane), and adding 1 + 2 + … + 8 + 9 new sections gives 46 maximum sections. Beginning with 1 section (the plane), and adding 1 + 2 + … + 8 + 9 new sections gives 46 maximum sections. Beginning with 1 section (the plane), and adding 1 + 2 + … + 8 + 9 new sections gives 46 maximum sections. Beginning with 1 section (the plane), and adding 1 + 2 + … + 8 + 9 new sections gives 46 maximum 
sections. 46 sections. 46 sections. 46 sections. 46 ––––    10 = 36.10 = 36.10 = 36.10 = 36.    

8888.  .  .  .  (c)  116(c)  116(c)  116(c)  116    
The center of mass of the left weight is 2.5 steps away from the fulcrum, The center of mass of the left weight is 2.5 steps away from the fulcrum, The center of mass of the left weight is 2.5 steps away from the fulcrum, The center of mass of the left weight is 2.5 steps away from the fulcrum, while the center of mass of the right while the center of mass of the right while the center of mass of the right while the center of mass of the right 
weight is 14.5 steps away. It must be the case that X weight is 14.5 steps away. It must be the case that X weight is 14.5 steps away. It must be the case that X weight is 14.5 steps away. It must be the case that X ∙ 2.5 = 20 ∙ 14.5. Solving for X gives 116.∙ 2.5 = 20 ∙ 14.5. Solving for X gives 116.∙ 2.5 = 20 ∙ 14.5. Solving for X gives 116.∙ 2.5 = 20 ∙ 14.5. Solving for X gives 116.    

9999. . . . (d)  5(d)  5(d)  5(d)  5    
    There are three possible situations: (I) the exponent polynomial is equal to zero, (II) the base polynomial iThere are three possible situations: (I) the exponent polynomial is equal to zero, (II) the base polynomial iThere are three possible situations: (I) the exponent polynomial is equal to zero, (II) the base polynomial iThere are three possible situations: (I) the exponent polynomial is equal to zero, (II) the base polynomial is equal s equal s equal s equal 

to one, or (III) the base polynomial is equal to (to one, or (III) the base polynomial is equal to (to one, or (III) the base polynomial is equal to (to one, or (III) the base polynomial is equal to (----1) and the exponent is an even integer. For (I), the two solutions 1) and the exponent is an even integer. For (I), the two solutions 1) and the exponent is an even integer. For (I), the two solutions 1) and the exponent is an even integer. For (I), the two solutions 
are are are are ((((----1) and 1) and 1) and 1) and RS 0

-T. For (II), the two solutions are 3 and . For (II), the two solutions are 3 and . For (II), the two solutions are 3 and . For (II), the two solutions are 3 and H-. For (III), both 1 and . For (III), both 1 and . For (III), both 1 and . For (III), both 1 and 00
-     would set the base exponential to would set the base exponential to would set the base exponential to would set the base exponential to 

((((----1111), but ), but ), but ), but 00
-     would make the exponent an odd integer. So, the 5 solutions are: would make the exponent an odd integer. So, the 5 solutions are: would make the exponent an odd integer. So, the 5 solutions are: would make the exponent an odd integer. So, the 5 solutions are: US0, S 0

- , H
- , 0, HV....    

10.  (a)  10.  (a)  10.  (a)  10.  (a)  1√H X HY
LY X 1√H    

    A A A A regular hexagon can be dividedregular hexagon can be dividedregular hexagon can be dividedregular hexagon can be divided    into six equilateral triangles.into six equilateral triangles.into six equilateral triangles.into six equilateral triangles.    
    Each side length is equal to the larger Each side length is equal to the larger Each side length is equal to the larger Each side length is equal to the larger radius, R. The height ofradius, R. The height ofradius, R. The height ofradius, R. The height of    
    each equilateral triangle is the smaller radius, equal to each equilateral triangle is the smaller radius, equal to each equilateral triangle is the smaller radius, equal to each equilateral triangle is the smaller radius, equal to √H

/ R. The shadedR. The shadedR. The shadedR. The shaded    
    area is equal to the difference between the area of the hexagonarea is equal to the difference between the area of the hexagonarea is equal to the difference between the area of the hexagonarea is equal to the difference between the area of the hexagon    

and the area of the smaller circle = 6 and the area of the smaller circle = 6 and the area of the smaller circle = 6 and the area of the smaller circle = 6 ∙  ∙  ∙  ∙  0/    ∙∙∙∙    √H
/     RRRR2222    ––––        H\

- RRRR2222. The unshaded area. The unshaded area. The unshaded area. The unshaded area    
    is equal to the area of the large circle minus the shaded area =is equal to the area of the large circle minus the shaded area =is equal to the area of the large circle minus the shaded area =is equal to the area of the large circle minus the shaded area =    
    πRπRπRπR2222    ––––    (6 (6 (6 (6 ∙  ∙  ∙  ∙  0/    ∙∙∙∙    √H

/     RRRR2222    ––––        H\
- RRRR2222). The ratio of the two areas is, when simplified,). The ratio of the two areas is, when simplified,). The ratio of the two areas is, when simplified,). The ratio of the two areas is, when simplified,    

    equal to  equal to  equal to  equal to  1√H X HY
LY X 1√H    

    
11.11.11.11.        (a)  (a)  (a)  (a)  ]01 H/

7 01^    
_-is equal tois equal tois equal tois equal to    `_/a/ . By matrix multiplication, . By matrix multiplication, . By matrix multiplication, . By matrix multiplication, _/     = = = = ]- -

7 -^. This result squared is . This result squared is . This result squared is . This result squared is ]01 H/
7 01^....    

12121212.  .  .  .  (d)  126(d)  126(d)  126(d)  126    
In the binomial expansion of  In the binomial expansion of  In the binomial expansion of  In the binomial expansion of  (b + c)F , what is the coefficient of the   x, what is the coefficient of the   x, what is the coefficient of the   x, what is the coefficient of the   x4444yyyy5555            term?term?term?term?    

    The NThe NThe NThe Nthththth    term of an Mterm of an Mterm of an Mterm of an Mthththth----degree binomial expansion is degree binomial expansion is degree binomial expansion is degree binomial expansion is R e
e S fTxxxx(M (M (M (M ----    N)N)N)N)yyyyNNNN. . . . RF

.T    = = = = F!
.!-!    = = = = F ∙h ∙L ∙1

- ∙H ∙/ ∙0    = 126= 126= 126= 126    



11113333.  .  .  .  (d)  500(d)  500(d)  500(d)  500    
The number of zeroThe number of zeroThe number of zeroThe number of zero----digits at the end of (2009!) will be decided by the number of 2’s and 5’s which are factors of digits at the end of (2009!) will be decided by the number of 2’s and 5’s which are factors of digits at the end of (2009!) will be decided by the number of 2’s and 5’s which are factors of digits at the end of (2009!) will be decided by the number of 2’s and 5’s which are factors of 
(2009!). With quick consideration, there will be fewer 5’s than 2’s. (2009!). With quick consideration, there will be fewer 5’s than 2’s. (2009!). With quick consideration, there will be fewer 5’s than 2’s. (2009!). With quick consideration, there will be fewer 5’s than 2’s. Less than 2009, there are 401Less than 2009, there are 401Less than 2009, there are 401Less than 2009, there are 401    multiples of 5, 80 multiples of 5, 80 multiples of 5, 80 multiples of 5, 80 
multiples of 25, 16 multiples of 125, and 3 multiples of 6multiples of 25, 16 multiples of 125, and 3 multiples of 6multiples of 25, 16 multiples of 125, and 3 multiples of 6multiples of 25, 16 multiples of 125, and 3 multiples of 625. Thus, there are will be (40125. Thus, there are will be (40125. Thus, there are will be (40125. Thus, there are will be (401    + 80 + 16 + 3) = 500 + 80 + 16 + 3) = 500 + 80 + 16 + 3) = 500 + 80 + 16 + 3) = 500 
factors of 5, and at least 500 factors of 2 which divide (2009!).factors of 5, and at least 500 factors of 2 which divide (2009!).factors of 5, and at least 500 factors of 2 which divide (2009!).factors of 5, and at least 500 factors of 2 which divide (2009!).    

14.  (c)  64014.  (c)  64014.  (c)  64014.  (c)  640    
    TideTideTideTide    speed = X. Speed with tspeed = X. Speed with tspeed = X. Speed with tspeed = X. Speed with tideideideide    = (100 + X). Speed against = (100 + X). Speed against = (100 + X). Speed against = (100 + X). Speed against tidetidetidetide    = (100 = (100 = (100 = (100 ––––    X).X).X).X).        4(100 + X) = 16(100 4(100 + X) = 16(100 4(100 + X) = 16(100 4(100 + X) = 16(100 ––––    X). X). X). X). 

Solving for X gives that X = 60. Swimming 4 minutes at 160 yards per minute will move Greg 640 yards.Solving for X gives that X = 60. Swimming 4 minutes at 160 yards per minute will move Greg 640 yards.Solving for X gives that X = 60. Swimming 4 minutes at 160 yards per minute will move Greg 640 yards.Solving for X gives that X = 60. Swimming 4 minutes at 160 yards per minute will move Greg 640 yards.    
15151515.  .  .  .  (c)  (c)  (c)  (c)  ––––    2c2c2c2c        

Since Since Since Since  lml b    = = = = (mno b)X0    , the , the , the , the expression expression expression expression CDEp(lml/b)    is equal to (is equal to (is equal to (is equal to (----2)2)2)2) CDEp(mno b)    = (= (= (= (----2) 2) 2) 2) ∙ c.∙ c.∙ c.∙ c.    
16161616. . . .     (b)  (b)  (b)  (b)  √. 9 0

/             
Examine the complex fraction as a matter of repetition. B = 1 +  Examine the complex fraction as a matter of repetition. B = 1 +  Examine the complex fraction as a matter of repetition. B = 1 +  Examine the complex fraction as a matter of repetition. B = 1 +  q

0 9 q    ; by clearing denominators, you get B(1 + B) ; by clearing denominators, you get B(1 + B) ; by clearing denominators, you get B(1 + B) ; by clearing denominators, you get B(1 + B) 
= (1 + B) + B. Put into standard = (1 + B) + B. Put into standard = (1 + B) + B. Put into standard = (1 + B) + B. Put into standard form, this is the quadratic equation Bform, this is the quadratic equation Bform, this is the quadratic equation Bform, this is the quadratic equation B2222    ––––    B + 1 = 0. Solving for B gives B + 1 = 0. Solving for B gives B + 1 = 0. Solving for B gives B + 1 = 0. Solving for B gives 0 r √.

/     . . . . 
However, since B is clearly greater than one, the answer must be However, since B is clearly greater than one, the answer must be However, since B is clearly greater than one, the answer must be However, since B is clearly greater than one, the answer must be 0 9 √. 

/     .  .  .  .      
11117777.  .  .  .  (b)  5(b)  5(b)  5(b)  5    

The Remainder Theorem statesThe Remainder Theorem statesThe Remainder Theorem statesThe Remainder Theorem states    that if a function, f(x) is divided by (x that if a function, f(x) is divided by (x that if a function, f(x) is divided by (x that if a function, f(x) is divided by (x ––––    c), the remainder is f(c). Evaluating the c), the remainder is f(c). Evaluating the c), the remainder is f(c). Evaluating the c), the remainder is f(c). Evaluating the 
expression at x = expression at x = expression at x = expression at x = ----1, we get 1, we get 1, we get 1, we get 13 13 13 13 ––––    ((((----6666))))    + + + + ((((----12121212))))    ––––    ((((----3333))))    ––––    5555    = 5.= 5.= 5.= 5.    

11118888....        (e)  (e)  (e)  (e)  ----10101010    
    If the determinant of A is equal to 0, then  If the determinant of A is equal to 0, then  If the determinant of A is equal to 0, then  If the determinant of A is equal to 0, then  _X0    does not exist. The determinant of A is (xdoes not exist. The determinant of A is (xdoes not exist. The determinant of A is (xdoes not exist. The determinant of A is (x2222    + 10x + 10x + 10x + 10x ––––    24), which is 24), which is 24), which is 24), which is 

equal to zero when x = equal to zero when x = equal to zero when x = equal to zero when x = ----12 or 2. The sum of these results is 12 or 2. The sum of these results is 12 or 2. The sum of these results is 12 or 2. The sum of these results is ----10.10.10.10.    
19.  19.  19.  19.  (a)  8(a)  8(a)  8(a)  8    

Using common bases, Using common bases, Using common bases, Using common bases,     Lt    =  =  =  =  L/u90/             and   and   and   and   /.u     =  =  =  =  /-tXH1 . So, y = 2x + 12, and 5x = 4y . So, y = 2x + 12, and 5x = 4y . So, y = 2x + 12, and 5x = 4y . So, y = 2x + 12, and 5x = 4y ––––    36. Solv36. Solv36. Solv36. Solving by substitution, ing by substitution, ing by substitution, ing by substitution, 
x = x = x = x = ----4 and y = 4. The difference between x and y is 8.4 and y = 4. The difference between x and y is 8.4 and y = 4. The difference between x and y is 8.4 and y = 4. The difference between x and y is 8.    

    
20202020.  .  .  .  (a)  (a)  (a)  (a)  √H

/     ––––        0/    iiii    
For complex number z = a + bi, the equivalent value in the complex plane is |z| For complex number z = a + bi, the equivalent value in the complex plane is |z| For complex number z = a + bi, the equivalent value in the complex plane is |z| For complex number z = a + bi, the equivalent value in the complex plane is |z| ∙ (cos ∙ (cos ∙ (cos ∙ (cos ϴϴϴϴ    + i sin + i sin + i sin + i sin ϴϴϴϴ) = ) = ) = ) =     
|z| |z| |z| |z| ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙ xny . . . . As |z| = 1 for all choices, and as As |z| = 1 for all choices, and as As |z| = 1 for all choices, and as As |z| = 1 for all choices, and as wewewewe    need zneed zneed zneed z6666    = = = = ----1, then 1, then 1, then 1, then `xnya1    = = = = ----1. The corresponding 1. The corresponding 1. The corresponding 1. The corresponding ϴϴϴϴ’s to the five ’s to the five ’s to the five ’s to the five 
choiceschoiceschoiceschoices    are  are  are  are  X\

1 ,  ,  ,  ,  \H, , , ,  X\
- , , , ,  \-, and , and , and , and  X\

H . The only . The only . The only . The only ϴϴϴϴ    which will satisfy which will satisfy which will satisfy which will satisfy x1ny     = = = = ----1111    is is is is X\
1     ....    

22221111.  .  .  .  (d)  3731(d)  3731(d)  3731(d)  3731    
3G3G3G3G2222    + 5G + 9 = 2009, or 3G+ 5G + 9 = 2009, or 3G+ 5G + 9 = 2009, or 3G+ 5G + 9 = 2009, or 3G2222    = = = = ----5G + 2000. Since 5 divides5G + 2000. Since 5 divides5G + 2000. Since 5 divides5G + 2000. Since 5 divides    ----5G + 2000, it must divide 3G5G + 2000, it must divide 3G5G + 2000, it must divide 3G5G + 2000, it must divide 3G2222. So, G must be a multiple . So, G must be a multiple . So, G must be a multiple . So, G must be a multiple 
of 5. Checking small multiples of 5 for 3Gof 5. Checking small multiples of 5 for 3Gof 5. Checking small multiples of 5 for 3Gof 5. Checking small multiples of 5 for 3G2222    + 5G = 2000, + 5G = 2000, + 5G = 2000, + 5G = 2000, G = 25 is a quick solution. So, it must be the case that M = G = 25 is a quick solution. So, it must be the case that M = G = 25 is a quick solution. So, it must be the case that M = G = 25 is a quick solution. So, it must be the case that M = 
8. Since 88. Since 88. Since 88. Since 80000    = 1, 8= 1, 8= 1, 8= 1, 81111    = 8, 8= 8, 8= 8, 8= 8, 82222    = 64, 8= 64, 8= 64, 8= 64, 83333    = 512, it is easy to see that 8= 512, it is easy to see that 8= 512, it is easy to see that 8= 512, it is easy to see that 83333    goes into goes into goes into goes into 2009 no more than 3 times, so the 2009 no more than 3 times, so the 2009 no more than 3 times, so the 2009 no more than 3 times, so the 
answer must be a fouranswer must be a fouranswer must be a fouranswer must be a four----digit number starting with 3. Checking, 2009 is, indeed, equal to 3 digit number starting with 3. Checking, 2009 is, indeed, equal to 3 digit number starting with 3. Checking, 2009 is, indeed, equal to 3 digit number starting with 3. Checking, 2009 is, indeed, equal to 3 ∙ 512 + 7 ∙ 64 + 3 ∙ 8 + 1.∙ 512 + 7 ∙ 64 + 3 ∙ 8 + 1.∙ 512 + 7 ∙ 64 + 3 ∙ 8 + 1.∙ 512 + 7 ∙ 64 + 3 ∙ 8 + 1.    

22222222.  .  .  .  (e)  (e)  (e)  (e)  -
/0    

    Given that each brother rolls either an odd or an even number, there would be 2Given that each brother rolls either an odd or an even number, there would be 2Given that each brother rolls either an odd or an even number, there would be 2Given that each brother rolls either an odd or an even number, there would be 26666    = 64 outcomes from the result of = 64 outcomes from the result of = 64 outcomes from the result of = 64 outcomes from the result of 
their rolls. However, since it is known that there are at their rolls. However, since it is known that there are at their rolls. However, since it is known that there are at their rolls. However, since it is known that there are at least 3 even numbers, then the number of ways that exactly least 3 even numbers, then the number of ways that exactly least 3 even numbers, then the number of ways that exactly least 3 even numbers, then the number of ways that exactly 
3, 4, 5, or 6 evens can be rolled is found by adding 3, 4, 5, or 6 evens can be rolled is found by adding 3, 4, 5, or 6 evens can be rolled is found by adding 3, 4, 5, or 6 evens can be rolled is found by adding R1

HT    + + + + R1
-T    + + + + R1

.T    + + + + R1
1T    = 20 + 15 + 6 + 1 = 42. Gi= 20 + 15 + 6 + 1 = 42. Gi= 20 + 15 + 6 + 1 = 42. Gi= 20 + 15 + 6 + 1 = 42. Given that ven that ven that ven that 

exactly 3, 4, 5, or 6 evens are rolled, the number of ways that Largo, Milo, and Paulo can possess three of those exactly 3, 4, 5, or 6 evens are rolled, the number of ways that Largo, Milo, and Paulo can possess three of those exactly 3, 4, 5, or 6 evens are rolled, the number of ways that Largo, Milo, and Paulo can possess three of those exactly 3, 4, 5, or 6 evens are rolled, the number of ways that Largo, Milo, and Paulo can possess three of those 
evens is found by calculating whom, of Kojo, Nico, and Otto, does not have an even number, adding evens is found by calculating whom, of Kojo, Nico, and Otto, does not have an even number, adding evens is found by calculating whom, of Kojo, Nico, and Otto, does not have an even number, adding evens is found by calculating whom, of Kojo, Nico, and Otto, does not have an even number, adding RH

HT    + + + + RH
/T    + + + + 

RH
0T    + + + + RH

7T    = 1 + 3 += 1 + 3 += 1 + 3 += 1 + 3 +    3 + 1 = 8. Thus, in 8 of the possible 42 scenarios in which there are at least 3 even rolls, 3 + 1 = 8. Thus, in 8 of the possible 42 scenarios in which there are at least 3 even rolls, 3 + 1 = 8. Thus, in 8 of the possible 42 scenarios in which there are at least 3 even rolls, 3 + 1 = 8. Thus, in 8 of the possible 42 scenarios in which there are at least 3 even rolls, 
Largo, Milo, and Paulo all have even rolls.Largo, Milo, and Paulo all have even rolls.Largo, Milo, and Paulo all have even rolls.Largo, Milo, and Paulo all have even rolls.    

    
22223333. . . .     (b)  30 + 2(b)  30 + 2(b)  30 + 2(b)  30 + 2√.07    
    By the Pythagorean Theorem, the shown diagonal must have By the Pythagorean Theorem, the shown diagonal must have By the Pythagorean Theorem, the shown diagonal must have By the Pythagorean Theorem, the shown diagonal must have     length equal to 13.length equal to 13.length equal to 13.length equal to 13.    

Since the height and base of the right Since the height and base of the right Since the height and base of the right Since the height and base of the right     triangle are known (with a little rotation),triangle are known (with a little rotation),triangle are known (with a little rotation),triangle are known (with a little rotation),    
the area of the the area of the the area of the the area of the     right triangle is 30 squareright triangle is 30 squareright triangle is 30 squareright triangle is 30 square    units. The area of the otherunits. The area of the otherunits. The area of the otherunits. The area of the other    
triangletriangletriangletriangle    is calculated by Heron’sis calculated by Heron’sis calculated by Heron’sis calculated by Heron’s    formula. Let p be the perimeter of aformula. Let p be the perimeter of aformula. Let p be the perimeter of aformula. Let p be the perimeter of a    
triangle. Let s be half oftriangle. Let s be half oftriangle. Let s be half oftriangle. Let s be half of    pppp    (call it the semi(call it the semi(call it the semi(call it the semi----perimeter or the triangle).perimeter or the triangle).perimeter or the triangle).perimeter or the triangle).    
Heron’s formula statesHeron’s formula statesHeron’s formula statesHeron’s formula states    that, for any trianglthat, for any trianglthat, for any trianglthat, for any triangle with sides a, b, c, te with sides a, b, c, te with sides a, b, c, te with sides a, b, c, the areahe areahe areahe area    
isisisis    calculated by the following formula:calculated by the following formula:calculated by the following formula:calculated by the following formula:    

    A = A = A = A = |m(m S p)(m S })(m S l)    = = = = √0L ∙  H ∙  - ∙ 07    = 2= 2= 2= 2√.07....    
    
    
    



24242424.  .  .  .  (b)  193(b)  193(b)  193(b)  193    
    Let X be the amount of time after 3 PM when the minute hand crosses the Let X be the amount of time after 3 PM when the minute hand crosses the Let X be the amount of time after 3 PM when the minute hand crosses the Let X be the amount of time after 3 PM when the minute hand crosses the hourhourhourhour    hand, measured in minutes.  The hand, measured in minutes.  The hand, measured in minutes.  The hand, measured in minutes.  The 

equation to find X is:  X = 15 + equation to find X is:  X = 15 + equation to find X is:  X = 15 + equation to find X is:  X = 15 + 8
17    ∙∙∙∙    5. Solving, X = 5. Solving, X = 5. Solving, X = 5. Solving, X = 0h7

00 , or 16 , or 16 , or 16 , or 16 -
00, or about 16 minutes, 22 seconds. The second hand , or about 16 minutes, 22 seconds. The second hand , or about 16 minutes, 22 seconds. The second hand , or about 16 minutes, 22 seconds. The second hand 

overlaps the moverlaps the moverlaps the moverlaps the minute hand 59 times per hour. From noon to 3 o’clock, that makes 177 overlaps. From 3PM to 3:16 inute hand 59 times per hour. From noon to 3 o’clock, that makes 177 overlaps. From 3PM to 3:16 inute hand 59 times per hour. From noon to 3 o’clock, that makes 177 overlaps. From 3PM to 3:16 inute hand 59 times per hour. From noon to 3 o’clock, that makes 177 overlaps. From 3PM to 3:16 
PM, the second hand will overlap the minute hand 15 more times. At 3:16:22, the second hand will have passed PM, the second hand will overlap the minute hand 15 more times. At 3:16:22, the second hand will have passed PM, the second hand will overlap the minute hand 15 more times. At 3:16:22, the second hand will have passed PM, the second hand will overlap the minute hand 15 more times. At 3:16:22, the second hand will have passed 
over the minute hand one additional time (at about over the minute hand one additional time (at about over the minute hand one additional time (at about over the minute hand one additional time (at about 3:16:16).3:16:16).3:16:16).3:16:16).    

25.  25.  25.  25.  (e)  (e)  (e)  (e)  0777 lDm -h
lDm 11     

Because of the nature of supplementary angles, the obtuse angle opposite M measures 138°. By the Law of Sines, Because of the nature of supplementary angles, the obtuse angle opposite M measures 138°. By the Law of Sines, Because of the nature of supplementary angles, the obtuse angle opposite M measures 138°. By the Law of Sines, Because of the nature of supplementary angles, the obtuse angle opposite M measures 138°. By the Law of Sines, 
mno 0Hh

�     = = = = mno /-
0777 . Solving for M, we get that M = . Solving for M, we get that M = . Solving for M, we get that M = . Solving for M, we get that M = 0777 mno 0Hh

mno /- . Now, trigonometric identities verify that sin . Now, trigonometric identities verify that sin . Now, trigonometric identities verify that sin . Now, trigonometric identities verify that sin ϴϴϴϴ    = sin (180 = sin (180 = sin (180 = sin (180 
––––    ϴϴϴϴ) , and that sin ) , and that sin ) , and that sin ) , and that sin ϴϴϴϴ    = cos (90 = cos (90 = cos (90 = cos (90 ----    ϴϴϴϴ), where 0 ), where 0 ), where 0 ), where 0 ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ ϴϴϴϴ    ≤ 90. Using these properties, sin 138 = sin 42 = cos 48, and sin 24 ≤ 90. Using these properties, sin 138 = sin 42 = cos 48, and sin 24 ≤ 90. Using these properties, sin 138 = sin 42 = cos 48, and sin 24 ≤ 90. Using these properties, sin 138 = sin 42 = cos 48, and sin 24 
= cos 66. By replacement, we get = cos 66. By replacement, we get = cos 66. By replacement, we get = cos 66. By replacement, we get 0777 lDm -h

lDm 11 ....    
22226666.  .  .  .  (c) (c) (c) (c)     410410410410    

Let A be the smallest member of the sequence, and let D be the difference between consecutive terms. In an Let A be the smallest member of the sequence, and let D be the difference between consecutive terms. In an Let A be the smallest member of the sequence, and let D be the difference between consecutive terms. In an Let A be the smallest member of the sequence, and let D be the difference between consecutive terms. In an 
arithmetic sequence, the mean and median are the same number, so the 4arithmetic sequence, the mean and median are the same number, so the 4arithmetic sequence, the mean and median are the same number, so the 4arithmetic sequence, the mean and median are the same number, so the 4thththth    term is equal to one seventh of 2009, term is equal to one seventh of 2009, term is equal to one seventh of 2009, term is equal to one seventh of 2009, 
or 287. or 287. or 287. or 287. We have that A + 3D = 287We have that A + 3D = 287We have that A + 3D = 287We have that A + 3D = 287, and A + (A + D) = , and A + (A + D) = , and A + (A + D) = , and A + (A + D) = 0

H    (A + 4D + A + 5D + A + 6D). Solving the system of (A + 4D + A + 5D + A + 6D). Solving the system of (A + 4D + A + 5D + A + 6D). Solving the system of (A + 4D + A + 5D + A + 6D). Solving the system of 
equations, we get that A = 164 and D = 41. Thus, the largest element of the sequence, (A + 6D) = 164 + 6 equations, we get that A = 164 and D = 41. Thus, the largest element of the sequence, (A + 6D) = 164 + 6 equations, we get that A = 164 and D = 41. Thus, the largest element of the sequence, (A + 6D) = 164 + 6 equations, we get that A = 164 and D = 41. Thus, the largest element of the sequence, (A + 6D) = 164 + 6 ∙ 41 = ∙ 41 = ∙ 41 = ∙ 41 = 
410.410.410.410.    

22227777.  .  .  .  (a)  0 to 0(a)  0 to 0(a)  0 to 0(a)  0 to 0    
From the tournament points, NE must have had From the tournament points, NE must have had From the tournament points, NE must have had From the tournament points, NE must have had 2222    wins and wins and wins and wins and 1111    tie. LA must have had tie. LA must have had tie. LA must have had tie. LA must have had 2222    losses and losses and losses and losses and 1111    tie. tie. tie. tie. NE and LA NE and LA NE and LA NE and LA 
could not have tied each other, because NE must have scored at least could not have tied each other, because NE must have scored at least could not have tied each other, because NE must have scored at least could not have tied each other, because NE must have scored at least 2222    goals against LA (since at most 3 goals were goals against LA (since at most 3 goals were goals against LA (since at most 3 goals were goals against LA (since at most 3 goals were 
scored against LA by DC and RSL).scored against LA by DC and RSL).scored against LA by DC and RSL).scored against LA by DC and RSL).    Since NE and LA did not tie each other, thSince NE and LA did not tie each other, thSince NE and LA did not tie each other, thSince NE and LA did not tie each other, they must have been involved in ties ey must have been involved in ties ey must have been involved in ties ey must have been involved in ties 
with DC andwith DC andwith DC andwith DC and/or/or/or/or    RSLRSLRSLRSL. . . . If both NE and LA tied DC, then the 3 NE If both NE and LA tied DC, then the 3 NE If both NE and LA tied DC, then the 3 NE If both NE and LA tied DC, then the 3 NE matchematchematchematches would have accounted for 4 of the goals, the s would have accounted for 4 of the goals, the s would have accounted for 4 of the goals, the s would have accounted for 4 of the goals, the 
2 remaining DC 2 remaining DC 2 remaining DC 2 remaining DC matchematchematchematches would have accounted for 3 of the goals, and the RSL vs LA s would have accounted for 3 of the goals, and the RSL vs LA s would have accounted for 3 of the goals, and the RSL vs LA s would have accounted for 3 of the goals, and the RSL vs LA matchmatchmatchmatch    would involved would involved would involved would involved 2222    goals goals goals goals 
being scored, which creates a contradiction at 2being scored, which creates a contradiction at 2being scored, which creates a contradiction at 2being scored, which creates a contradiction at 2----0, 10, 10, 10, 1----1, or 01, or 01, or 01, or 0----2. If both NE and LA tied RSL, then DC would have to 2. If both NE and LA tied RSL, then DC would have to 2. If both NE and LA tied RSL, then DC would have to 2. If both NE and LA tied RSL, then DC would have to 
have had 2 wins and 1 loess, with scores 0have had 2 wins and 1 loess, with scores 0have had 2 wins and 1 loess, with scores 0have had 2 wins and 1 loess, with scores 0----1, 11, 11, 11, 1----0, and 10, and 10, and 10, and 1----0; however, this would force a situation of 3 goals being 0; however, this would force a situation of 3 goals being 0; however, this would force a situation of 3 goals being 0; however, this would force a situation of 3 goals being 
scored in the scored in the scored in the scored in the tie mtie mtie mtie match between RSL and LA, thus creating a contradiction. So, DC and RSL must have each tied one atch between RSL and LA, thus creating a contradiction. So, DC and RSL must have each tied one atch between RSL and LA, thus creating a contradiction. So, DC and RSL must have each tied one atch between RSL and LA, thus creating a contradiction. So, DC and RSL must have each tied one 
of NE and LA. If DC had any ties,of NE and LA. If DC had any ties,of NE and LA. If DC had any ties,of NE and LA. If DC had any ties,    they had two ties and one win. Therefore, they must have tied NE, since they did they had two ties and one win. Therefore, they must have tied NE, since they did they had two ties and one win. Therefore, they must have tied NE, since they did they had two ties and one win. Therefore, they must have tied NE, since they did 
not beat NE. not beat NE. not beat NE. not beat NE. Similarly, if Similarly, if Similarly, if Similarly, if RSL RSL RSL RSL had any ties, thad any ties, thad any ties, thad any ties, they had two hey had two hey had two hey had two ties and one loss. Therefore, they must have tied LA, since ties and one loss. Therefore, they must have tied LA, since ties and one loss. Therefore, they must have tied LA, since ties and one loss. Therefore, they must have tied LA, since 
they did not lose to LA. they did not lose to LA. they did not lose to LA. they did not lose to LA. It follows that DC and RSL must have tied each other. It follows that DC and RSL must have tied each other. It follows that DC and RSL must have tied each other. It follows that DC and RSL must have tied each other. So, it must be the case that NE tied DC So, it must be the case that NE tied DC So, it must be the case that NE tied DC So, it must be the case that NE tied DC 
and beat RSL and LA, DC tied RSL and beat LA, and RSL tied LA. Thand beat RSL and LA, DC tied RSL and beat LA, and RSL tied LA. Thand beat RSL and LA, DC tied RSL and beat LA, and RSL tied LA. Thand beat RSL and LA, DC tied RSL and beat LA, and RSL tied LA. The e e e 3333    NE NE NE NE matchematchematchematches involved a total of 4 goals being s involved a total of 4 goals being s involved a total of 4 goals being s involved a total of 4 goals being 
scored (since none were scored against NE). The remaining two DC scored (since none were scored against NE). The remaining two DC scored (since none were scored against NE). The remaining two DC scored (since none were scored against NE). The remaining two DC matchematchematchematches involved 3 goals being scored (since s involved 3 goals being scored (since s involved 3 goals being scored (since s involved 3 goals being scored (since 
DC tied NE, 0 to 0). The only remaining DC tied NE, 0 to 0). The only remaining DC tied NE, 0 to 0). The only remaining DC tied NE, 0 to 0). The only remaining matchmatchmatchmatch, a tie between RSL and LA, had the only other 2 goa, a tie between RSL and LA, had the only other 2 goa, a tie between RSL and LA, had the only other 2 goa, a tie between RSL and LA, had the only other 2 goals, and was thus ls, and was thus ls, and was thus ls, and was thus 
tied 1 to 1. Since RSL’s lone goal was against LA, and since DC tied RSL, tied 1 to 1. Since RSL’s lone goal was against LA, and since DC tied RSL, tied 1 to 1. Since RSL’s lone goal was against LA, and since DC tied RSL, tied 1 to 1. Since RSL’s lone goal was against LA, and since DC tied RSL, the DC vs RSL the DC vs RSL the DC vs RSL the DC vs RSL match match match match ended 0 to 0ended 0 to 0ended 0 to 0ended 0 to 0....    

22228888.  .  .  .  (c)  (c)  (c)  (c)  Hh    
    Let M be a miss and H be a hit. The outcomes which would result in Lara winning would be MH, MMMH, Let M be a miss and H be a hit. The outcomes which would result in Lara winning would be MH, MMMH, Let M be a miss and H be a hit. The outcomes which would result in Lara winning would be MH, MMMH, Let M be a miss and H be a hit. The outcomes which would result in Lara winning would be MH, MMMH, 

MMMMMHMMMMMHMMMMMHMMMMMH… in other words, Lara will win if the first hit occurs on an even… in other words, Lara will win if the first hit occurs on an even… in other words, Lara will win if the first hit occurs on an even… in other words, Lara will win if the first hit occurs on an even----numbered shot. P(MH) = numbered shot. P(MH) = numbered shot. P(MH) = numbered shot. P(MH) = H
.    ∙∙∙∙    /

.    ;  ;  ;  ;  
P(MMMH) = P(MMMH) = P(MMMH) = P(MMMH) = H.    ∙∙∙∙        H

.    ∙∙∙∙    H.    ∙∙∙∙    /
.    ; P(MMMMMH) = ; P(MMMMMH) = ; P(MMMMMH) = ; P(MMMMMH) = H.    ∙∙∙∙        H.    ∙∙∙∙    H

.    ∙∙∙∙    H
.    ∙∙∙∙    H.    ∙∙∙∙    /

.    ; this creates a geometric series with first term A =  ; this creates a geometric series with first term A =  ; this creates a geometric series with first term A =  ; this creates a geometric series with first term A =  1
/.    

and common ratio R = and common ratio R = and common ratio R = and common ratio R = F
/.. The sum of an infinite geometric series, where R is between 0 and 1, is  . The sum of an infinite geometric series, where R is between 0 and 1, is  . The sum of an infinite geometric series, where R is between 0 and 1, is  . The sum of an infinite geometric series, where R is between 0 and 1, is  _

0 X �, or , or , or , or 
1

/.
0 X F

/.
    = = = = Hh....    

22229999.  .  .  .  (e)  (e)  (e)  (e)  -F    
This is a layered geometric series. There is one series with first term A = This is a layered geometric series. There is one series with first term A = This is a layered geometric series. There is one series with first term A = This is a layered geometric series. There is one series with first term A = 0-    , common ratio R = , common ratio R = , common ratio R = , common ratio R = 0-, added to a series , added to a series , added to a series , added to a series 
with first term A = with first term A = with first term A = with first term A = 0

01    , common ratio R = , common ratio R = , common ratio R = , common ratio R = 0
-, added to a series with first term A = , added to a series with first term A = , added to a series with first term A = , added to a series with first term A = 0

1-    , common ratio R = , common ratio R = , common ratio R = , common ratio R = 0
-, and so , and so , and so , and so 

on. Since the sum of an infinite geometric series, where R is between 0 and 1, is  on. Since the sum of an infinite geometric series, where R is between 0 and 1, is  on. Since the sum of an infinite geometric series, where R is between 0 and 1, is  on. Since the sum of an infinite geometric series, where R is between 0 and 1, is  _
0 X �, then the sums of these , then the sums of these , then the sums of these , then the sums of these 

individual series are individual series are individual series are individual series are 0H, , , , 0
0/, , , , 0

-h, … which itself represents a geometric series which totals to , … which itself represents a geometric series which totals to , … which itself represents a geometric series which totals to , … which itself represents a geometric series which totals to     -F....    
30303030.  .  .  .  (c)  6(c)  6(c)  6(c)  6    

Let f(x) = (x Let f(x) = (x Let f(x) = (x Let f(x) = (x ––––    a)(x a)(x a)(x a)(x ––––    b)(x b)(x b)(x b)(x ––––    c)(x c)(x c)(x c)(x ––––    d), where a, b, c, and d are the four roots of the polynomiald), where a, b, c, and d are the four roots of the polynomiald), where a, b, c, and d are the four roots of the polynomiald), where a, b, c, and d are the four roots of the polynomial. Multiplying these . Multiplying these . Multiplying these . Multiplying these 
four factors out, the coefficient of the 3four factors out, the coefficient of the 3four factors out, the coefficient of the 3four factors out, the coefficient of the 3rdrdrdrd    degree term would be degree term would be degree term would be degree term would be ––––(a + b + c + d). From the function itself, this sum (a + b + c + d). From the function itself, this sum (a + b + c + d). From the function itself, this sum (a + b + c + d). From the function itself, this sum 
is equal to is equal to is equal to is equal to ----6. So, (a + b + c + d) = 6.6. So, (a + b + c + d) = 6.6. So, (a + b + c + d) = 6.6. So, (a + b + c + d) = 6.    

31.  31.  31.  31.  (d)  (d)  (d)  (d)  H
01    

The probability that a crew member is an electrician with aThe probability that a crew member is an electrician with aThe probability that a crew member is an electrician with aThe probability that a crew member is an electrician with a    degree is (0.2)(0.6) = 0.12. By the same reasoning, the degree is (0.2)(0.6) = 0.12. By the same reasoning, the degree is (0.2)(0.6) = 0.12. By the same reasoning, the degree is (0.2)(0.6) = 0.12. By the same reasoning, the 
probability that a crew member is a plumber with a degree is 0.12, and the probability that a crew member is an probability that a crew member is a plumber with a degree is 0.12, and the probability that a crew member is an probability that a crew member is a plumber with a degree is 0.12, and the probability that a crew member is an probability that a crew member is a plumber with a degree is 0.12, and the probability that a crew member is an 
engineer with a degree is 0.40. The probability that a crew member has a degree, then, engineer with a degree is 0.40. The probability that a crew member has a degree, then, engineer with a degree is 0.40. The probability that a crew member has a degree, then, engineer with a degree is 0.40. The probability that a crew member has a degree, then, is 0.12 + 0.12 + 0.40 = is 0.12 + 0.12 + 0.40 = is 0.12 + 0.12 + 0.40 = is 0.12 + 0.12 + 0.40 = 
0.64. The probability that a crew member with a degree is an electrician is 0.64. The probability that a crew member with a degree is an electrician is 0.64. The probability that a crew member with a degree is an electrician is 0.64. The probability that a crew member with a degree is an electrician is 7.0/

7.1-    = = = = H
01    

    



32.  (b32.  (b32.  (b32.  (b)  95)  95)  95)  95    
First, the foundation of the problem is that the two shortest legs of a triangle must have a sum greater than the First, the foundation of the problem is that the two shortest legs of a triangle must have a sum greater than the First, the foundation of the problem is that the two shortest legs of a triangle must have a sum greater than the First, the foundation of the problem is that the two shortest legs of a triangle must have a sum greater than the 
longlonglonglongest leg. The pole of length 1 cannot be used at all for this reason. Let X be the length of the smallest pole in est leg. The pole of length 1 cannot be used at all for this reason. Let X be the length of the smallest pole in est leg. The pole of length 1 cannot be used at all for this reason. Let X be the length of the smallest pole in est leg. The pole of length 1 cannot be used at all for this reason. Let X be the length of the smallest pole in 
your triangle, and Y be the difference between the lengths of the middle and longest poles. For example, the your triangle, and Y be the difference between the lengths of the middle and longest poles. For example, the your triangle, and Y be the difference between the lengths of the middle and longest poles. For example, the your triangle, and Y be the difference between the lengths of the middle and longest poles. For example, the 
triangle made with pole lengths 4,triangle made with pole lengths 4,triangle made with pole lengths 4,triangle made with pole lengths 4,    8, 10 would have (X, Y) = (4, 2). X must be no greater than 10. The chart values 8, 10 would have (X, Y) = (4, 2). X must be no greater than 10. The chart values 8, 10 would have (X, Y) = (4, 2). X must be no greater than 10. The chart values 8, 10 would have (X, Y) = (4, 2). X must be no greater than 10. The chart values 
indicate the number of triangles which can be created for a given (X, Y).  The sum of all possible triangles is 95.indicate the number of triangles which can be created for a given (X, Y).  The sum of all possible triangles is 95.indicate the number of triangles which can be created for a given (X, Y).  The sum of all possible triangles is 95.indicate the number of triangles which can be created for a given (X, Y).  The sum of all possible triangles is 95.    

 X = 2X = 2X = 2X = 2    X = 3X = 3X = 3X = 3    X = 4X = 4X = 4X = 4    X = 5X = 5X = 5X = 5    X = 6X = 6X = 6X = 6    X = 7X = 7X = 7X = 7    X = 8X = 8X = 8X = 8    X = 9X = 9X = 9X = 9    X = 10X = 10X = 10X = 10    
YYYY    = 1= 1= 1= 1    9999    8888    7777    6666    5555    4444    3333    2222    1111    
Y = 2Y = 2Y = 2Y = 2        7777    6666    5555    4444    3333    2222    1111        
Y = 3Y = 3Y = 3Y = 3            5555    4444    3333    2222    1111            
Y = 4Y = 4Y = 4Y = 4                3333    2222    1111                
Y = 5Y = 5Y = 5Y = 5                    1111                    

33333333.  .  .  .  (e)  0(e)  0(e)  0(e)  0    
If  If  If  If  /t

Fu    ====        u
/t    ; cross; cross; cross; cross----multiplying, 9xmultiplying, 9xmultiplying, 9xmultiplying, 9x2222    = 4y= 4y= 4y= 4y2222. In standard form, 9x. In standard form, 9x. In standard form, 9x. In standard form, 9x2222    ––––    4y4y4y4y2222    = 0, or (3x = 0, or (3x = 0, or (3x = 0, or (3x ––––    2y)(3x + 2y) = 0. 2y)(3x + 2y) = 0. 2y)(3x + 2y) = 0. 2y)(3x + 2y) = 0. One of these One of these One of these One of these 

factors must be equal to 0. Since  factors must be equal to 0. Since  factors must be equal to 0. Since  factors must be equal to 0. Since  /t
Fu    =  =  =  =  u

/t    = = = = ((((12x12x12x12x    ––––    8y8y8y8y) ) ) ) = 4(3x = 4(3x = 4(3x = 4(3x ––––    2y), none of these factors can be equal to 0. Thus, 2y), none of these factors can be equal to 0. Thus, 2y), none of these factors can be equal to 0. Thus, 2y), none of these factors can be equal to 0. Thus, 
(3x + 2y) = 0. By factoring, (3x + 2y) = 0. By factoring, (3x + 2y) = 0. By factoring, (3x + 2y) = 0. By factoring, ((((9999x + x + x + x + 6666yyyy))))    = 3(3x + 2y) = 0.= 3(3x + 2y) = 0.= 3(3x + 2y) = 0.= 3(3x + 2y) = 0.    

33334444.  .  .  .  (a)  I(a)  I(a)  I(a)  I    
If a new data point is higher than the old mean, the mean must rise, even if only a small amount. The median, on If a new data point is higher than the old mean, the mean must rise, even if only a small amount. The median, on If a new data point is higher than the old mean, the mean must rise, even if only a small amount. The median, on If a new data point is higher than the old mean, the mean must rise, even if only a small amount. The median, on 
the other hand, may or may not rise, depending on the particular values in the middle of the data. The range will the other hand, may or may not rise, depending on the particular values in the middle of the data. The range will the other hand, may or may not rise, depending on the particular values in the middle of the data. The range will the other hand, may or may not rise, depending on the particular values in the middle of the data. The range will 
not necessarily increase, as not necessarily increase, as not necessarily increase, as not necessarily increase, as the new data point may or may not be the new highest data point. The mean and the the new data point may or may not be the new highest data point. The mean and the the new data point may or may not be the new highest data point. The mean and the the new data point may or may not be the new highest data point. The mean and the 
median can, given the right set of data, increase exactly the same amount. For example, let the original data be {0, median can, given the right set of data, increase exactly the same amount. For example, let the original data be {0, median can, given the right set of data, increase exactly the same amount. For example, let the original data be {0, median can, given the right set of data, increase exactly the same amount. For example, let the original data be {0, 
4444, 8, 12, 8, 12, 8, 12, 8, 12, …, …, …, …    64, 68, 72, 64, 68, 72, 64, 68, 72, 64, 68, 72, 76767676}, which has mean 38 and median}, which has mean 38 and median}, which has mean 38 and median}, which has mean 38 and median    38. By adding 80 to the data set, the mean and median 38. By adding 80 to the data set, the mean and median 38. By adding 80 to the data set, the mean and median 38. By adding 80 to the data set, the mean and median 
shift to 4shift to 4shift to 4shift to 40.0.0.0.    

33335555.  .  .  .  (a)  (a)  (a)  (a)  -7 X FY
-7     

Cot x = Cot x = Cot x = Cot x = lDm b
mno b     ≥ 1. For the given span, this ratio will be greater than or equal to 1 when x is in the ranges of [0,  ≥ 1. For the given span, this ratio will be greater than or equal to 1 when x is in the ranges of [0,  ≥ 1. For the given span, this ratio will be greater than or equal to 1 when x is in the ranges of [0,  ≥ 1. For the given span, this ratio will be greater than or equal to 1 when x is in the ranges of [0,  Y-], [π,  ], [π,  ], [π,  ], [π,  

.Y
- ], [2π,  ], [2π,  ], [2π,  ], [2π,  FY

- ], and [3π,  10]. The sum of these ranges is ], and [3π,  10]. The sum of these ranges is ], and [3π,  10]. The sum of these ranges is ], and [3π,  10]. The sum of these ranges is Y
-    + + + + Y

-    + + + + Y
-    + (10 + (10 + (10 + (10 ----    3π) = 10 3π) = 10 3π) = 10 3π) = 10 ––––        FY

- . Dividing this total by 10 . Dividing this total by 10 . Dividing this total by 10 . Dividing this total by 10 
gives (a)  gives (a)  gives (a)  gives (a)  -7 X FY

-7 ....    
33336666.  .  .  .  (d)  (d)  (d)  (d)  Yh    

Substituting u = xSubstituting u = xSubstituting u = xSubstituting u = x2222, du = 2xdx, you get , du = 2xdx, you get , du = 2xdx, you get , du = 2xdx, you get Cn�}��
0
/ � 0

�/ 9 0
}

0     ddddu = u = u = u = 0/ (�poX0 }    ––––    �poX0 0)    = = = = 0/    R\
/ S \

-T    = = = = \h. . . .     
33337777.  .  .  .      (b) II only(b) II only(b) II only(b) II only    

MMMM5555    = 5M. Since M is positive, M= 5M. Since M is positive, M= 5M. Since M is positive, M= 5M. Since M is positive, M4444    = 5, and is thus, rational. = 5, and is thus, rational. = 5, and is thus, rational. = 5, and is thus, rational. (e-)H    = M= M= M= M12121212    is also, necessarily, rational. The others are is also, necessarily, rational. The others are is also, necessarily, rational. The others are is also, necessarily, rational. The others are 
not.not.not.not.    

    
33338888.  .  .  .  (c)  (c)  (c)  (c)  0H.

/     
By completing both squares, 2By completing both squares, 2By completing both squares, 2By completing both squares, 2Rb S F

/T
/

    + 3+ 3+ 3+ 3(c S H)/= = = =     0H.
/     ––––    B B B B . Since both squares are non. Since both squares are non. Since both squares are non. Since both squares are non----negative, B cannot be negative, B cannot be negative, B cannot be negative, B cannot be 

any smaller. any smaller. any smaller. any smaller.     
    
33339999.  .  .  .  (b)  (b)  (b)  (b)  X√H

H     
The slope of a polar curve at (r, The slope of a polar curve at (r, The slope of a polar curve at (r, The slope of a polar curve at (r, ϴϴϴϴ) = ) = ) = ) = ��mno y 9�lDm y

��lDm y X�mno y. Using that r’ = . Using that r’ = . Using that r’ = . Using that r’ = ----    cos cos cos cos ϴϴϴϴ, sin , sin , sin , sin \
1    = = = = 0

/    , and cos , and cos , and cos , and cos \
1    = = = = √H

/ , then the , then the , then the , then the 
aforementioned ratio simplifies to  aforementioned ratio simplifies to  aforementioned ratio simplifies to  aforementioned ratio simplifies to  X√H

H ....    
    
40.  (d)  Green40.  (d)  Green40.  (d)  Green40.  (d)  Green    

(I) implies that if a player has a yellow card, then she also has an orange card. (II) implies that if a player has a blue (I) implies that if a player has a yellow card, then she also has an orange card. (II) implies that if a player has a blue (I) implies that if a player has a yellow card, then she also has an orange card. (II) implies that if a player has a blue (I) implies that if a player has a yellow card, then she also has an orange card. (II) implies that if a player has a blue 
card, then she also has a yellow and a red card. (IV) impliescard, then she also has a yellow and a red card. (IV) impliescard, then she also has a yellow and a red card. (IV) impliescard, then she also has a yellow and a red card. (IV) implies    that if a player has an orange card, then she also has a that if a player has an orange card, then she also has a that if a player has an orange card, then she also has a that if a player has an orange card, then she also has a 
blue card. (V) implies that each player must have at least one of orange, yellow, and blue. Since yellow implies blue card. (V) implies that each player must have at least one of orange, yellow, and blue. Since yellow implies blue card. (V) implies that each player must have at least one of orange, yellow, and blue. Since yellow implies blue card. (V) implies that each player must have at least one of orange, yellow, and blue. Since yellow implies 
orange, orange implies blue, and blue implies yellow, then every player must have yelorange, orange implies blue, and blue implies yellow, then every player must have yelorange, orange implies blue, and blue implies yellow, then every player must have yelorange, orange implies blue, and blue implies yellow, then every player must have yellow, orange and blue. Since low, orange and blue. Since low, orange and blue. Since low, orange and blue. Since 
each player has blue, each player also has red. Thus, all players have red, orange, yellow and blue. each player has blue, each player also has red. Thus, all players have red, orange, yellow and blue. each player has blue, each player also has red. Thus, all players have red, orange, yellow and blue. each player has blue, each player also has red. Thus, all players have red, orange, yellow and blue. IIIIf one player is f one player is f one player is f one player is 
the only player holding all five colors, then ththe only player holding all five colors, then ththe only player holding all five colors, then ththe only player holding all five colors, then that playerat playerat playerat player    uniquely hold green, as everybody else has all otheruniquely hold green, as everybody else has all otheruniquely hold green, as everybody else has all otheruniquely hold green, as everybody else has all other    colors. colors. colors. colors. 
(III) implies only that each player has yellow and/or green. (III) implies only that each player has yellow and/or green. (III) implies only that each player has yellow and/or green. (III) implies only that each player has yellow and/or green.     

    


